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Output of $row contains more than one field I'm trying to output an array. There can be any amount of fields per $row, but I

have to limit them to 3. The problem is, when I put output: while ($row = mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) { $data[$i] = $row; $i++;
} foreach ($data as $item) { echo ''.$item; } It outputs everything I need. I want it to output: $data[0]; $data[1]; $data[2]; To be
honest, I have no idea what I'm doing. A: Take the items from the arrays into variables using (non-associative) arrays, and then
use a counter to keep track of the current array index. This is a more "proper" way of handling it than using a while loop. $data
= array(); $i = 0; while ($row = mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) { $data[$i++] = $row; } foreach ($data as $item) { echo ''. $item.
''; } Colby Covington Gets His Date for UFC 235: Yoel Romero A Dominick Reyes vs. Justin Gaethje matchup doesn’t sound

too enticing for UFC 235, but it’s not hard to find fights that are more compelling than the two wrestlers. One of the more
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notable names to get a date on April 7 is UFC light heavyweight champion Jon Jones’ old rival, 265-pound contender and
former Strikeforce welterweight champion, Yoel Romero. The New Mexico native has long been a fan favorite in the United
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